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useful services
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useful services

but I may learn sensitive 
information about you.
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Friendship is sensitive…

If the trajectories of two 
users are very similar they are 
friends with high probability. 
[Cho et al., KDD `11]

Alice and Bob are probably friends so start sending 
Bob Alice’s ads and recommendations.
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Medical transcription
No sensitive 
information

Patient’s name
Patient

Extremely 
sensitive 

information

Disease
Doctor treating 
the patient and 
patient’s disease

Some sensitive 
information

Physician’s name Doctor treating 
the patient



Most techniques rely on adding 
controlled noise and try to 
preserve statistical patterns of the 
data (e.g., differential privacy)

Traditional privacy



Not only noise is annoying but …

For many applications: 

 -  no noise to individual entries to obtain utility 
 -  sensitive information disclosed implicitly via 
  associating data entries



How do you ensure privacy?

Idea: To obtain privacy, break the associations 
   across data entries. 

Fortunately there are many adversaries that have 
no incentive to collude (e.g., legal contracts).  

Ex.: Multiple location service providers and  
  multiple transcriptionists



Can we ensure privacy by ``scattering” 
data across multiple non-colluding 
adversaries?

Research question



… means ``scattered or strewn” 

!

• Problem formulation 

• Algorithms for private data partitioning 

• Selected experiments
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Problem formulation
Record field Transcriptionists

How do you model overall utility?

How do you model information disclosure?

How do you scatter the data?



Disclosing data to adversaries provides utility to the 
adversaries but also to the user  

Location services: Users get valuable services; providers 
       can improve or personalize services 

Transcription:  User completes task;        
       transcriptionists earn money

Utility

Idea:  Merge adversaries’ and user’s utility into a   
   single non-decreasing submodular function



Implicit via sensitive properties

Information disclosure

Dependency graph

Patient’s name

Disease

Physician’s name
p1: Patient’s disease

p2: Doctor’s liability



Different families of disclosure functions for each property
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Information disclosure for each adversary 

!

Overall disclosure 

worst disclosure 

average disclosure

Information disclosure

fa 2 F : 2D ! [0, 1]|P |

f1 = max

a2A
(||fa(Sa)||1)

fL1 = max

a2A

✓
||fa(Sa)||1

|P |

◆

Sa: data entry to adversary assignment 



Scattering data
Assignment of data 

to adversaries
Utility

Disclosure

maximize

S2P(D⇥A)
u(S) + �(⌧I � f(S))

subject to f(S)  ⌧I ,

Xk

a=1
xda  t, 8d 2 D,

xda 2 {0, 1}.

Sensitive data partitioning is NP-hard 
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Step functions: Property is disclosed only if all the 
data entries connected to it are assigned to the same 
adversary. 

Linear functions: Property disclosure increases 
linearly to the number of entries assigned to the same 
adversary. 

Solution: Relax, Solve LP, Round 

Guarantees: Submodular maximization, fair allocation

Special disclosure functions



Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP): 

 - Construction:  Compute initial assignment 

 - Local search:   Explore solution neighborhood for improvements

General disclosure functions



Greedy: Pick the data-adversary assignment that offers 
the maximum objective improvement. 

Randomized: Pick the top-k data-adversary assignments 
choose one randomly.  

 - Randomization helps avoiding local optima 

Local search variations



… means ``scattered or strewn” 

• Problem formulation 

• Algorithms for private data partitioning 

• Selected experiments

SPARSI: A framework for private 
data partitioning



Data items: Check-ins 

Sensitive properties: Friendship links 

Information disclosure: 

Utility: Different advertiser utilities for different locations

Setting

Pr[friends(u1, u2)] / cosSim(trj(u1), trj(u2))

Users publish check-in data using a social network and 
the social network discloses the check-ins to advertisers. 



Check-in data from BrightKite  

!

BK-full: 4.5 million check-ins, 58k users, 214k edges 

BK-sample: 365k check-ins, 3k nodes, 2.9k edges

Setting



RAND+: Data entries partitioned at random. The 
probability of assigning a data entry to an adversary is 
proportional to the corresponding utility 

GREEDY: Greedy local-search without randomization 

GRASP: Greedy local-search with randomization 

GREEDYL/GRASPL: Efficient variations with reduced 
local-search scope

Algorithms



Results: BK-sample
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Figure 2: Utility and disclosure for BK-sample. The proposed
local-search algorithms clearly outperform RAND+.

Table 2: Objective value for construction only versus construc-
tion with localsearch for GREEDYL and GRASPL. The results
correspond to BK-full.

Objective Value
Alg. Metric k=2 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10

GREEDYL cstr. 1.276 1.067 0.878 0.823 0.829
cstr.+ loc. srch 1.276 1.068 0.886 0.895 0.829

GRASPL cstr. 1.066 0.885 0.733 0.691 0.743
cstr.+ loc.srch 1.066 0.886 0.734 0.785 0.743

results are shown in Table 2. We observe that in some cases (i.e.,
for k = 5 and k = 7) there is an improvement in the quality of the
solution. For example for k = 7 we see 8% and 13% improvement
for GREEDYL and GRASPL respectively. Similar results were ob-
served for BK-sample and synthetic data but are not reported due
to space limitations.

6.2 Synthetic Data Experiments
Next, we use synthetically generated data to understand the prop-

erties of different disclosure functions and the performance of the
proposed algorithms better. There are two data-related components
in our framework: (1) a hypergraph that describes the interactions
between data entries and sensitive properties (see Section 2.1), (2)
a set of weights w

da

representing the utility received when data en-
try d 2 D is published to adversary a 2 A. The synthetic data
are generated as follows. First, we set the total number of data en-
tries |D| 2 {50, 100, 200, 300, 500}, the total number of sensitive
properties |P | 2 {5, 10, 50, 100}, and the total number of adver-
saries |A| 2 {2, 3, 5, 7, 10}.

For simplicity we consider an additive utility function as shown
in Equation (4). Despite being a simple modeling choice, this util-
ity function clearly illustrates the efficiency of the proposed tech-
niques. Next, we describe the scheme we used to generate the util-
ity weights w

da

. There are two particular properties that need to be
satisfied by such a scheme. The first one is that assigning any entry
to an adversary should induce some minimum utility, since it al-
lows us to fulfil the task under consideration (see Example 2). The
second one is that there are cases where certain data items should
induce higher utilities when assigned to specific adversaries, e.g.,
some workers may have better accuracy than others in crowdsourc-
ing, or some advertisers may pay more for certain types of data.

The utility weights need to satisfy the aforementioned proper-
ties. To achieve this, we first choose a minimum utility value umin

from a uniform distribution U(0, 0.1). Then, we iterate over all
possible data-to-adversary assignments and set the corresponding
weight w

da

to a value drawn from a uniform distribution U(0.8, 1)
with probability p

u

, or to umin with probability 1�p
u

. For our ex-
periments we set the probability p

u

to 0.4. Notice that both prop-
erties are satisfied. Finally, weights are scaled down by dividing
them by the number of adversaries |A|.
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Figure 3: Utility and disclosure for BK-full. The proposed
local-search algorithms clearly outperform RAND+.

Next, we describe how we generate a random hypergraph H =

(X,E), with |X| = |D| and |E| = |P |, describing the interac-
tion between data entries and sensitive properties. To create H we
simply generate an equivalent bipartite dependency graph G (see
Section 2.1) and convert that to the equivalent dependecy hyper-
graph. We iterate over the possible data to sensitive property pairs
and insert the corresponding edge to G with probability p

f

. For our
experiments we set p

f

to 0.3.
We examine the behavior of the proposed algorithms under sev-

eral scenarios, varying the properties of the dataset, the number of
adversaries and the family of disclosure functions considered.
Step Functions: First, we consider step functions. Under this fam-
ily of disclosure functions, both DISCBUDGET and TRADEOFF
correspond to the same optimization problem (see Section 4.1). As-
suming feasibility of the optimization problem, information disclo-
sure will always be zero. Thus, considering the total utility alone is
sufficient for comparing the different algorithms.

First, we fix the number of data entries in the dataset to be |D| =
500 and consider values of |P | in {5, 10, 50, 100}. Figure 4 shows
the utility derived by the data-to-adversary assignment correspond-
ing to different algorithms for |P | = 50. As depicted, all algo-
rithms that exploit the structure of the dependency graph (i.e., LP,
GREEDY, GREEDYL, GRASP and GRASPL) outperform RAND+.
In most cases, LP, GREEDYL, GREEDY and GRASP were able to
find the optimal solution that the ILP reported.

GRASPL finds solutions with non-optimal utilities, that are still
better than RAND+. Comparing GRASP and GRASPL, we con-
jecture that while randomization is helpful in the case of non-myopic
local-search it leads to worse solutions (with respect to utility) when
keeping a myopic view on the optimization objective. The reported
numbers correspond to no information disclosure, while missing
values correspond to full disclosure of at least one sensitive prop-
erty. For instance, the LP failed to find a valid solution for k = 2.
Similar results were observed for different values of |D| and |P |.
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results are shown in Table 2. We observe that in some cases (i.e.,
for k = 5 and k = 7) there is an improvement in the quality of the
solution. For example for k = 7 we see 8% and 13% improvement
for GREEDYL and GRASPL respectively. Similar results were ob-
served for BK-sample and synthetic data but are not reported due
to space limitations.

6.2 Synthetic Data Experiments
Next, we use synthetically generated data to understand the prop-

erties of different disclosure functions and the performance of the
proposed algorithms better. There are two data-related components
in our framework: (1) a hypergraph that describes the interactions
between data entries and sensitive properties (see Section 2.1), (2)
a set of weights w
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representing the utility received when data en-
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For simplicity we consider an additive utility function as shown
in Equation (4). Despite being a simple modeling choice, this util-
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niques. Next, we describe the scheme we used to generate the util-
ity weights w
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. There are two particular properties that need to be
satisfied by such a scheme. The first one is that assigning any entry
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lows us to fulfil the task under consideration (see Example 2). The
second one is that there are cases where certain data items should
induce higher utilities when assigned to specific adversaries, e.g.,
some workers may have better accuracy than others in crowdsourc-
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The utility weights need to satisfy the aforementioned proper-
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Next, we describe how we generate a random hypergraph H =

(X,E), with |X| = |D| and |E| = |P |, describing the interac-
tion between data entries and sensitive properties. To create H we
simply generate an equivalent bipartite dependency graph G (see
Section 2.1) and convert that to the equivalent dependecy hyper-
graph. We iterate over the possible data to sensitive property pairs
and insert the corresponding edge to G with probability p
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. For our
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f

to 0.3.
We examine the behavior of the proposed algorithms under sev-

eral scenarios, varying the properties of the dataset, the number of
adversaries and the family of disclosure functions considered.
Step Functions: First, we consider step functions. Under this fam-
ily of disclosure functions, both DISCBUDGET and TRADEOFF
correspond to the same optimization problem (see Section 4.1). As-
suming feasibility of the optimization problem, information disclo-
sure will always be zero. Thus, considering the total utility alone is
sufficient for comparing the different algorithms.

First, we fix the number of data entries in the dataset to be |D| =
500 and consider values of |P | in {5, 10, 50, 100}. Figure 4 shows
the utility derived by the data-to-adversary assignment correspond-
ing to different algorithms for |P | = 50. As depicted, all algo-
rithms that exploit the structure of the dependency graph (i.e., LP,
GREEDY, GREEDYL, GRASP and GRASPL) outperform RAND+.
In most cases, LP, GREEDYL, GREEDY and GRASP were able to
find the optimal solution that the ILP reported.

GRASPL finds solutions with non-optimal utilities, that are still
better than RAND+. Comparing GRASP and GRASPL, we con-
jecture that while randomization is helpful in the case of non-myopic
local-search it leads to worse solutions (with respect to utility) when
keeping a myopic view on the optimization objective. The reported
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values correspond to full disclosure of at least one sensitive prop-
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Thank you! 
thodrek@cs.umd.edu 

In many cases we have multiple adversaries 
with no incentive to collude.

For many applications exact data must 
be disclosed in return for services.

Conclusions

SPARSI: A framework that ensures privacy 
against multiple non-colluding adversaries.
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